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Swaruu X (Athena): The conflict in Ukraine, from my perspective, is a distraction to
counteract the attention being given to the
anti-vaccine protests. Although just because the Russia-Ukraine war is a distraction,
doesn't mean there isn't shooting and
killing.
What they say officially is never the truth. Putin is on the same side as USA and
NATO. Same controllers behind them all. The
problem here, when saying this about Putin and Russia, is that the Karistus support
him, saying that Putin's hands are tied. But I
am not buying that.
But yes, it seems like a distraction to me. Because it does distract attention from the
virus to the possible "atomic" war. Making
people not able to see the real danger. If it's not Ukraine, it's Korea. Or Iran. Or an
energy crisis. And even if there are dead in the
war, it will still be a distractor. Or all together.
Robert: Yes. They want people to forget that they were vaccinated. So that they don't
relate what's to come to that.
Swaruu X (Athena): Yes, and for them to continue to vaccinate people while they
have their attention and fear placed on the
possible atomic war.
It's something called “Aggro” in war. During a battle, one soldier will have his attention
on the other enemy soldier. Until an
enemy tank shows up. Then the enemy tank will have all the "Aggro" and the soldier
will forget about the other enemy soldier in
the presence of a greater danger.
So the world population will no longer have their attention on something that is
unclear to them, vague, like whether or not
vaccines are dangerous. Because their fear will be on a concrete, clear and
understandable threat to humans, such as a war. So
for me, this Russia-Ukraine thing is just a maneuver, part of the plan. Even during the
Cold War, both sides were friends from
above, the controllers. Same today.
Another day
Swaruu X (Athena): I have looked and yes, there are things happening near the
border. Limited shooting. Lots of chaos. Shots
fired. A lot of movement of armored vehicles. I don't know what they are saying on the
news. I am not surprised there are dead
already.

The Russians had no aircraft in the air when I observed the area, I was very taken by
that. For a conflict zone there were almost
no aircraft. Weird and strange. Lots of SAMs (surface to air missiles) too. The border
is extremely militarized.
Another interesting thing I saw during a flight I took is that 5G antennas were
interfering with avionics. With the radio altimeter.
Military and civilian. 5G frequencies use a range that overlaps with avionics.
Especially with ILS systems. I found this by chance.
Instrumentation fails and gives erroneous readings. This is serious, it can cause
accidents. I don't know how many pilots have
noticed this by now. ECM (electronic countermeasure) computer indicated that the
interference is coming from civil 5G cell
phone antennas. Radioaltimeter is the most affected, then Nav.
So, again, all this may be a distractor, something I sustain. If it escalates into regional
war, I will still maintain it is a distractor. Yes,
the zone is militarized, yes there are sporadic conflicts over the border, yes there has
been shooting between the two sides, with
small weapons. It is a powder keg waiting to explode. World nuclear war, it will not
happen, not by a long shot. It will be regional
and this is not new, Russia and Ukraine have already come into conflict in the 90s.
What will trigger open war, if there is one, will most likely be an aviation incident.
Including civilians still flying in and out of Kiev
and Odessa mainly. They can say what they always say, that the Russians shot down
a commercial airliner. That will make the
public support the NATO invasion. Considering this from the Matrix perspective...
from the local geo-political point of view, NATO
is the aggressor. Russia is only protecting its borders. They will say it's because of
pipelines, because of oil, or it's because
Ukraine wants to become a NATO member. And the latter is the closest to the truth.
From Ukraine Moscow and Western Russian
military bases, all of them, will be at the mercy of NATO short-range missiles.
Strategically speaking, Russia cannot show weakness and allow the installation of
SAM anti-aircraft batteries and all kinds of
NATO bases so close to Moscow. So the scenario of this conflict is an almost exact
copy of the Cuban missile incident in 1961, if
my memory serves me. Same thing, but in reverse. The USA could not allow the
installation of bases and missiles in Cuba,
because of the proximity to the USA. Same thing here but this time it is Russia that
defends itself.
Robert: Then it would have to end with an international blockade of Ukraine, wouldn't
it?
Swaruu X (Athena): Yes, following the same pattern of the Cuban missile crisis, the
problem here or the difference is that Cuba is
an island, Ukraine is not. More difficult to block. Plus, a whole different Geopolitical
context that makes the same blockade
measure not at all feasible or strategically convenient.

Robert: And how does NATO get involved in all this knowing that Ukraine is not a
NATO member as of today?
Swaruu X (Athena): Because we must not forget that Ukraine has a US puppet
government. And it has had it for years. That is
why it is asking for NATO membership, it is not Ukraine who is asking for it but the
Cabal headquarters, the Pentagon and the
CIA who is asking for it.
Robert: But in Cuba the same thing happened with Fidel.
Swaruu X (Athena): Yes, the other way around, Fidel being Moscow's puppet.
Gosia: But does this conflict interest you in any special way because you had a
colony in Ukraine before? What importance does
it have for you or none at all?
Swaruu X (Athena): It is basically the same as Giza, old base, same era towards a
little more recent one, big DUMB. Connected
to others like Busegi nearby, and Giza among others. What is left of that base is
under southern Crimea, that is Russian territory.
For Taygeta there is really no reason to be particularly interested. Only as in trying to
understand the nature of this distractor.
Gosia: And what is Putin's role here, having ties to Karistus?
Swaruu X (Athena): Karistus says that Putin is theirs and that his hands are tied and
that he does not control all of the Kremlin,
much less all of Moscow much less all of Russia. And that he does what he can.
Karistus have not issued a statement on the
ongoing incident.
The evidence points to him being part of the same Illuminati and Cabal. The evidence
is based on many things, such as his
support for plandemia, among other things, and his attitude regarding his relationship
with Taygeta.
Again, if he is not of the Cabal let him prove it. At the moment the evidence points to
him being more Cabal. You can easily see
this because the Cabal would not do a large scale, False Flag operation the size of
False Covid, without someone the size of
Russia cooperating with them fully. Their plan would crumble if Putin were to oppose
the plandemia. Therefore Putin is of the
Cabal. The cooperative relationship between Russia and Taygeta ended with the
appearance of plandemia.
You already published before that Taygeta was in contact and cooperation with
Russia since the time of Nikita Khrushchev which
ended badly because the contact itself destroyed his life.
Robert: But how did it destroy his life? In what way?

Swaruu X (Athena): It's a huge topic, but the Soviet Polyburo accused him of giving
Taygeta too much control and influence over
his government. And they sent him to voluntary exile, house arrest in his hut. Also
because he was seen as weak before the USA
because of the Cuban missile incident. Note that this means cooperation between
Taygeta and Karistus as well. It goes hand in
hand.
From the top, those who control USA/NATO and Russia, they are all friends and this
is all carefully planned to fulfill an agenda.
Distract from the magic doses of vaccines and riots against plandemia.
Gosia: But the vaccines have already been given anyway. That is irreversible.
Swaruu X (Athena): Yes, but worldwide there are a lot of people who still haven´t
gotten it, and also it is so that there is no
opposition against the measures and restrictions. Measures and restrictions which
even many vaccinated people are against.
They want to create more chaos and desolation to break the human spirit. To hurt
humanity more. To break them down. And they
wish to continue with their extermination plan. Nobody can see how they crush them
with restrictions and vaccines, because
they are looking at Ukraine, biting their fingernails.

